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The Sequential Approach
The sequential approach is an integral part of Planning Policy Statement 6 (BoxA).
The intention is that the sequential approach will promote town centre vitality and
viability by focussing development in town centres.
Box A
Planning Policy Statement 6 and the Sequential Approach

Source: ODPM, 2005

Background
The sequential approach was first mentioned in 1994 (House of Commons, 1994) and
then became part of Planning Policy Guidance 6 in 1996. It continues as part of
Planning Policy Statement 6 (PPS6), 2005.
The sequential approach establishes a sequence of site selection through the following
preferred sequence of site development:
•
•
•

town centres
edge of centre
out of centre*

* Scotland has an additional category ‘other commercial centres’ which are preferred
to out of centre sites
Operation
Two particular operational issues were raised prior to PPS6:
•
•

Could format be an acceptable reason for obtaining permission for a
sequentially less preferable site?
Could class of goods be an acceptable reason for obtaining permission for a
sequentially less preferred site?

The response to these concerns was a set of ministerial statements tightening policy.
PPS6 prescribed that the onus was on developers to demonstrate flexibility in their
consideration of sites and formats.
It is agreed that the effect of PPG6/PPS6 is to have decreased out of centre
development

Outstanding Issues
Some retailers have adjusted their developments to fit with the policy to a greater
extent than others. Outstanding issues in respect of the sequential policy are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some formats are incompatible with current policy
Town centre sites are expensive to develop
Town centre stores may not attract equivalent levels of custom to out of centre
stores
Multi-level stores are not always a satisfactory outcome
Proving flexibility can be difficult
Obtaining larger sites in town centres remains problematic
Disaggregation of activities may be expensive
Some preferred sites are sub-optimal
Off centre retailing in neighbourhood centres remains an ambiguous but much
debated case

Emerging Issues: Sequential versus Need
Publication of the Barker Review of Planning (2006) and the Planning White Paper
(2007) along with the ongoing Competition Commission inquiry into the grocery
sector have put the spotlight on retail planning and in particular the ‘need test’
(Findlay and Sparks, 2007) (Box B). The outcome has been to suggest that the
sequential test is more important than the need test in fulfilling the aims of PPS6.
Policy changes are to be considered by the Communities and Local Government
Department. Change will also wait for the outcome of the Competition Commission
inquiry. Concerns about the sequential/need interactions include:
•
•
•
•
•

An edge of centre site would be preferable to an out of town site but all the
need is taken up already by out of centre developments
A store extension in a non-preferred sequential location might by fulfilling
need requirements prevent a development in a preferable sequential site
Edge of centre sites could be refused as need met by existing town centre
retailers
A lack of sites in town centres for a preferred business format might be a
barrier to new entrants
The sequential test is more robust in combination with the need test

Conclusions
The outstanding concerns over the sequential test in the context of PPS6 differ from
the emerging issues being raised through suggestions that the need test could be
abandoned. Box C demonstrates that the issues arising in a selection of recent cases
more closely reflect outstanding concerns than emerging concerns. This disparity
raises the further concern that new policy might not address the key issues worrying
retailers and developers. The most recent comment by the new minister responsible
for planning (Yvette Cooper, appointed June 2007) would suggest a possible new
interpretation of the sequential role of edge of centre location (British Council of
Shopping Centres, 2007). This would be controversial.

Box B
Quotes demonstrating the direction of current thinking
The current system of needs test in town centre first policy also can have perverse
effects; it protects incumbents and gives preference to operators that have lower sales
densities. These incumbents may be operating in out of town shopping centres leading
to the effect that if need is demonstrated and there is no impact on the town centre, an
existing out of town shopping centre could expand while there is no application for a
sequentially preferable site in the town centre.
Barker, 2006, para. 1:33
The sequential approach potentially creates a barrier to entry as its requirement to
develop in town centres may prevent the opening of new stores of a scale competing
with existing stores.
Competition Commission, 2007, para.31
‘I shall give an example. If a developer put in an application for an edge of town
centre development that would drain the town centre’s vitality, it could be refused on
the basis of the needs test saying that there was already existing capacity in relation to
another developer who had an out of town site. That does not help town centres. In
future we want a stronger impact test that considers the impact of any development on
the town centre’ (Ruth Kelly)
Hansard, 2007, col. 983

‘Edge of centre developments will be the key to economic regeneration in many
towns. ‘Edge of centre’ will have to be defined carefully but the idea is that people
can still walk there from the town centre….developments that contribute to the town’s
amenities that could have been turned down under the current need test……An edge
of centre development has to complement the town centre’(Yvette Cooper)
BCSC, 2007

Box C
Review of a range of cases featured in Planning in 2006-2007
Appeal case – Retail development- Replacement store scores provisional support,
Planning 4/08/06
A Tesco proposal for an out of centre store in Hastings received support even
although no adequate sequential evidence was presented. The arguments based on
need and regeneration benefits secured the approval.
Food store scheme survives need and sequential failures,
Planning 25/08/06
A site which would otherwise have remained vacant received permission for a Lidl
store although it did not meet quantitative need requirements or the sequential
approach. The qualitative benefits were a factor in the approval.
Appeal case – Retail development- Supermarket approved in out-of-centre location,
Planning 06/10/06
Asda received permission for a store in West Yorkshire after a debate about whether a
site was considered as edge of centre or out of centre.
Appeal case – Retail development – Preferable site scuppers supermarket
development,
Planning 06/10/06
Aldi sought permission for a store in a Scottish town but their proposal was turned
down as sequentially preferable sites were identified.
Appeal cases – Retail development – Tesco Extra store fails sequential flexibility test,
Planning 01/12/06
No sequentially preferable site could be identified for this development in Devon and
the potential for linked trips secured permission.
Retail development – Superstore considered policy compliant,
Planning 30/03/07
There was an identifiable quantifiable need for the proposed development and no
sequentially preferable sites could be identified.
Food store rejected in conservation area,
Planning 06/04/07
This edge of centre proposal was rejected because it was argued that need had been
overstated and existing permission for a replacement store in the town centre would
meet any shortfall in need.
Retail development – Bulky goods retail store wins approval,

Planning, 06/04/07
Identifiable need was evident and no sequentially preferable site was available.
Edge of town store ruled unacceptable,
Planning 13/04/07
A Scottish application was turned down on the basis that the development would
divert trade away from the town centre.
Doubt cast on overtrading claims,
Planning 27/04/07
Tesco was accused of overestimating a shortfall in provision and no justification was
made for a non-preferable sequential site.
Store fails to show quantitative need,
Planning 27/04/07
A neighbourhood centre application by Aldi was turned down as there was no
quantitative need for the store although it was agreed that there was no sequentially
preferable site.
Mezzanine floor blocked at foodstore,
Planning 01/06/07
Asda’s application failed to consider other sequentially preferable sites.
Lack of sites justifies out-of-centre mix,
Planning 8/06/07
No sequentially preferable sites were available.
Source: www.planning.haynet.com
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